Abstract: Semantic comprehension-based and machine learning based are two major methods for the classification of Chinese sentiment. The advantage of semantic comprehension-based method is that it can classify text among domains and achieve satisfied portability. However, the accuracy of classification is limited. Although the accuracy derived from supervised machine learning method is much better, the portability is rather poor due to randomly selection of samples and subjective labeling of semantic orientation. In this paper, a hybrid framework combining the advantages of the two methods was proposed. The text features were extracted preliminary based on semantic comprehension and were optimized by a novel information gain method. The features expressed in vector space model were integrated with traditional machine learning algorithm. Experiments show that support vector machine has the best discriminative power compared to other machine learning algorithms. Additionally, this framework improves portability and accuracy as compared to both semantic comprehension-based methods and machine learning based methods.
INTRODUCTION
Currently, text sentiment classification method is roughly divided into two categories: semantic comprehension-based and supervised machine learning-based. In the literature [1] , the merit and weakness of the two major methods are critically analyzed. The advantages of semantic comprehension-based method are unsupervised, no training corpus are required and normally with stable portability because of well-constructed sentiment lexicon, however the accuracy is not promising. Supervised machine learning method has better accuracy, but it needs to tag corpus manually before classification, and its portability is rather poor.
The first solution of semantic comprehension-based is phrase template-based. In the literature [2] , the relation between orientation and linguistics property of conjunctions is measured. The orientation of those words are obtained through clustering method. In the literature [3] , Pointwise Mutual Information is adopted to evaluate the similarity between phrases and paradigm words. It is proved that the result is better if the various dependencies between words are considered. In the literature [4] , the linguistic nature of conjunctions is considered during the similarity measurement between words and selected paradigm words. The synonym structure in WordNet is designed to decrease the possibility of misclassification.
The second solution of semantic comprehension-based is semantic pattern-based. In the literature [5] , a table of with certain orientation and a pattern library of words with confirmed orientation is constructed for the matching with predefined rules. In the literature [6] a hybrid framework which combines a context-aware sentiment lexicon with standard HowNet is proposed. It is proved to be more rational since both general idea and domain view is included. In the literature [7] , Fuzzy Domain Sentiment Ontology is proposed to analyze the polarity on different components of product, which is also a combination of sentiment dictionary HowNet and synonym lexicon.
Method based on machine learning mainly depended on traditional text classification techniques. In the literature [8] , it is proved that SVM method is the most efficient compared to Maximum Entropy and Naive Bayes. In the literature [9] , terms with strong sentiment degree are used as input for the construction of a SVM-based classifier. In the literature [10] , multiple probabilistic reasoning model (M-PRM) is proposed for the sentiment recognition of online micro-movie review. The M-PRM can be more efficient if more iteration is performed.
In allusion to the problems mentioned above, this paper proposed a hybrid framework for Chinese sentiment classification, which uses the idea of semi-supervised learning by combining the advantages of semantic comprehension with machine learning. The semi-supervised learning mechanism can keep the accuracy and require limited effort to label the text meanwhile and it is proved to be efficient on opinion mining on products [11] . After describing the essence of the proposed framework in Section 2, in Section 3 a series of experiments are conducted to validate its performance in terms of classification and portability. Finally, the conclusion is listed in Section 4.
HYBRID ALGORITHM FRAMEWORK
Based on the limitation of the semantic comprehensionbased and machine learning-based for the identification of text sentiment, a hybrid classification algorithm is proposed to combine the advantages of the two methodologies, as is shown in Fig. (1) . The classifier is trained after two main module named as semantic comprehension-based training samples selection module and machine learning classifier module respectively.
Main Functions of Multi-Lexicon Fusion
Sentimental Lexicon:Words are selected from HowNet and words not commonly used are removed manuanlly. These selected words are summarized into initial sentimental lexicon.
Semantic Similarity:Paradigm words lexicon is related to three aspects named high word frequency, strong sentiment orientation and certain scale number respectively. The weights of sentiment words are calculated by using semantic similarity calculation formula of HowNet. In this paper, we adopt the weighted formular to balance the proportion of commendatory and derogatory terms in paradigm words. Therefore, adjustable parameterα and β are introduced, as is shown in (1)
Where POS is commendatory set and NEG is derogatory set, 
then it is derogatory, otherwise it is neutral. 
Multi-lexicon Fusion:
Error or low-degree words in sentimental lexicon are removed and a multi-lexicon module is developed by fusing degree adverb lexicon, negative word lexicon and conjunctions lexicon. It is acknowledged that the polarity of some words may be opposite if they are used to modify different objects. Therefore, after normalize the ) (w O of the rest sentiment words to [-1,+1], the dynamism of polarity is adjusted according to the formular (2) .
Where
is the normalized polarity weight of dynamic words and
is polarity weight of dynamic words with modifiers. If the word polarity is different from the origin, let c be -1, otherwise c equals to 1.
For degree adverb lexicon, different sentiment value is assigned to terms so that the ) (w O of a sentence can be adjusted. For conjunction lexicon, words are categorized into three groups named coordinating, progressive and adversative respectively with three corresponding value assigned to represent corresponding sentiment level.
Main Functions of Semantic Comprehension-Based Training Samples Selection
Sentiment Sentence Extraction:Sentiment sentences are extracted based on common collocation patterns and sentimental lexicon. There are nine commonly used patterns, includes n+adj; n+v+adj; adj+of+v+n; adj+of+v; v+of+adj; v+n+adj; v+adj and adv+adj. Sentiment Orientation Calculation:With the combination of sentence pattern collocations and multi-lexicon module, this value is calculated by sentiment orientation calculation algorithm. The notations and corresponding alogirthm are shown in Table 1: The following is the description of sentiment orientation calculation algorithm. . The calculation formula is as following: Feature Selection:, most representative feature words are selected from initial feature set by using optimized feature selection method and feature subsets are formed. Word frequency and word sentiment degree are the most representative features of a given text, however, the value of them should be normalized to make the result more comprehensive. The features then are expressed by vector space model (VSM) [12] initially followed by using the widely used information gain method [9] . Feature Weight Calculation: Each feature weight is calculated by using term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF [13] ) method and expressed as feature vector.
Machine Learning Training:
After input data normalization and machine learning training, a sentiment classifier model is built. Given that SVM has superior discrimination for text classification, we use it as the machine learning methods.
Sentiment Prediction:
For the unknown test data samples, a classifier and classification results are obtained after previous four steps. The feasibility of this classifier is measured based on classification criteria.
EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
The purpose of the experiment is to validate the proposed hybrid framework is superior to the traditional methods. This paper mainly evaluates the index of classification accuracy and the portability performance.
Data Set and Evaluation Metrics
Date Set: The selected Chinese sentiment text corpus is from COAE (http://www.searchforum.org.cn/tansongbo /senti_corpus.jsp). We select hotel review corpus for this experiment. 300 texts (half is commendatory texts, half is derogatory texts) are selected from 4000 tagged hotel review texts and randomly select three times to constitute different experimental datasets, as is shown in Table 2 :
Evaluation Metrics: Classification results are evaluated by Precision, Recall and F-measure. These three evaluation metrics calculation are defined in formula (3), (4) and (5).
With reference to a confusion matrix in Table 3 , a and d refer to the number of correctly classified commendatory or derogatory text; b and c refer to the number of wrongly classified commendatory or derogatory text.
Performance Analysis of Hybrid Framework Framework Method on Text Sentiment Classification
Hybrid framework that combines optimized semantic comprehension and traditional machine learning is used for this experiment (Method IG_II). Experimental results compare with method proposed in [14] (Method DSC) , traditional machine learning methods (Method DF_I, Method X 2 _I and Method IG_I) to validate hybrid framework availability. Detailed results are shown in Table 4 :
From Table 4 , it is observed that Method IG-II has greatly improve than Method DSC and traditional machine learning methods only (Method DF_I, Method X2_I and Method IG_I). Average Precision increases 9.7% and 2.8%, average Recall increases 12.5% and 2.77% and average F-measure increases 11.1% and 2.8% respectively. It is thus proved the effectiveness of hybrid framework.
Experiment and Analysis of Classifier Portability
SVM-based method usually has higher accuracy, but the portability is not stable since it requires vast manpower and material resources to get plenty of tagged training samples for each field. Classification accuracy of semantic comprehension-based method is not high, but it can still be used in a field without tagged training samples. We proposed a hybrid method based on optimized semantic comprehension and SVM, and this experiment validates its portability. We choose laptop reviews corpus collected by Songbo Tan Team as corpus set with 2000 commendatory texts and 2000 derogatory texts included. 1000 pairs of texts are selected as corpus for this experiment and its steps are as follows:
Step 1) 1,000 pairs of tagged sentiment corpus are disrupted as unknown corpus and classified by optimized semantic comprehension method. Top K pairs with strong degree are selected as training samples of SVM. Classifier 1 is obtained after training.
Step 2) K pairs from corpus are selected as training samples of SVM. Classifier 2 is obtained after training.
Step 3)100 pairs of texts (100 commendatory and 100 derogatory) from other 1000 pairs of corpus are selected as test From Fig. (2) , it is observed that the proposed algorithm has stable portability. When training samples are un-tagged, we tag them by using optimized semantic comprehension method and train these tagged samples with SVM. When the number of samples is small, the accuracy is getting higher. However, the accuracy is reducing along with the increment of samples while the number reaches to a threshold. The reason is that the accuracy of semantic comprehension-based method is not high and the error-tagged sample become more with the increment of samples, thus reduce classifier performance. For ordinary SVM classifier, with the increment of samples, the accuracy is gradually increased due to the less influence from noise samples. 
